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Abstract 
 

The essay makes a case for the use of the Nobel Prize-winning (1993) author Toni Morrison's 

novel The Bluest Eye (1970) in the English language classroom. The essay argues that the 

novel is an excellent reading choice and to what is appropriate according to the learning goals 

stated in Gy11's course syllabus English 6. Since the course English 6 syllabus is new some 

aspects different from previous course syllabus English B are mentioned by way of 

comparison.  In order to develop the arguments for using the novel, different perspectives of 

reading and the learning process are discussed and how they match the curriculum Gy 11. 

Some points about how Morrison has managed to voice the former unspoken experiences of 

African American society are made to make it clear why reading The Bluest Eye is such a 

superb text in relation to the learning goals that are outlined in Gy11.The essay focuses 

mainly on mother - daughter relationships because most pupils will easily relate to this theme 

since they have experiences of this relation themselves, and therefore they will find it easy to 

find issues to discuss after reading the novel.   
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1. Introduction  

"Are you a social science teacher?" one of my pupils in my English class asked me one day. 

Apparently, teaching English requires a whole lot more than only mastering the language 

skills of reading, writing, speaking and listening. In addition to further developing those skills, 

you as an English language teacher have to make sure pupils have the possibility to 

communicate and socially interact as well as use those abilities related to what, according to 

my student, are social and civic matters in countries where English is being used.

 Consequently, the aim of this essay is to make a case for the use of the Nobel 

Prize-winning (1993) author Toni Morrison's novel The Bluest Eye (1970) when preparing 

and accomplishing a feasible school reading project and to argue that this novel is an excellent 

choice due to what is appropriate according to the learning goals stated in Gy11's course plan 

English 6. Since the course plan is new from this autumn, I will also briefly pinpoint some 

aspects which are different compared to the previous English B course syllabus.  In order to 

develop my argument I will discuss what the teacher needs to think of when reading at this 

stage of education, different perspectives of reading and the learning process, and how they 

match the Gy 11's curriculum. I will also, when discussing the proposed reading project, 

pinpoint some facts which will visualize how Morrison has managed to voice the former 

unspoken experiences of African American society, and why it makes reading The Bluest Eye 

such a superb text in relation to the learning goals that are outlined in Gy11's English 6 course 

syllabus. The novel might be read from various perspectives; I have, however, chosen to focus 

mainly on mother - daughter relationships in this discussion. Why I have chosen the mother-

daughter relationship theme to discuss is because I believe most pupils will easily relate to 

this relationship since most of them have experiences of this relation themselves, and 

therefore they will find it easy to find issues to discuss after reading the novel.   
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2. Background 

2.1 English 6  

From the autumn term 2012, Swedish Upper Secondary schools adopted a new curriculum, 

Gy 11.  Within this new curriculum, the English 6 course syllabus is described as an advanced 

course which will prepare pupils for further academic training and is therefore compulsory 

only in those national programs in the Upper Secondary School which prepare the pupil for 

further education.  

 Compared to the previous English B course syllabus, much is similar, although 

some aspects are new. When it comes to what will be learned, deeper knowledge and analysis 

are emphasized. You are to communicate “thoughts, opinions, ideas, experiences and 

emotions; ethical and existential questions” (Skolverket, my translation). Due to today’s 

highly complex society, it is important to understand underlying themes why people act the 

way they do and what are the possible consequences of such actions. The use of literature 

helps bring these questions into sharper focus. 

 When it comes to the school subject of civics, what to communicate has been 

more specified than before. Instead of what is said in the course syllabus for English B where 

you needed to receive knowledge about “living conditions, history and culture in countries 

where English is spoken” (Skolverket, my translation), in English 6 you should be able also, 

unlike English B, to communicate “attitudes, values, traditions, public affairs together with 

culture, history and social conditions in varied occasions and parts of the world where English 

is being used” (Skolverket, my translation). It is clear that youths of today need to be better 

prepared for entering society. By knowing underlying facts and discussing ethical and 

existential questions as well as racial structures and hostility against foreigners such as 

immigrants and ethnic minorities, the educational aim is that we become more understanding 

regarding cultural differences. In this context, reading The Bluest Eye is an excellent book 
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choice since the story is narrated from the minority’s point of view. There are plenty of 

examples to choose from when preparing for in-class discussions as demanded in the course 

syllabus for English 6. Ethical questions, for example why racial distinctions can be accepted 

or existential questions such as what is it that makes a mother prefer other children rather than 

paying more attention to/caring for her own ones, as Pecola’s mother does in the novel, can be 

asked.   

  

2.2 Reading 

Reading literature is an essential part of the language learning process. Using literature might 

be done in two possible ways in the language learning classroom; either the teacher chooses to 

use workbook type texts and exercises, or literature (authentic texts). Depending on what is 

chosen, the teacher needs to decide how the text fits into the circumstances given. The teacher 

also has to analyze the chosen text whether it fulfills the course criteria and of course the 

target group: the pupils and their reading skills.   

To read is a process which affects the reader. Reading is both an individual act, 

but also a social act. Reading as an individual act is a personal experience between the reader 

and the text, something which in school might stimulate, especially younger pupils, to 

creative action where they may, in small ways, perform their experience. And the older the 

pupil becomes, it is assumed reading will be transformed into different social acts that 

correspond to the goals in the course syllabus. Thus the educational purpose of reading 

literature can be described in various ways. Bo Lundahl outlines arguments for using 

literature in school, such as “/a/ source of intercultural learning /…/ creating meaningfulness 

and transforming knowledge /…/ develop the ability to link up with connections and to 

remember things /…/ to engage and encourage imagination and develop our empathy /…/ to 

share experiences /…/ to solve conflicts” (403, my translation).  
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All these abilities will be adapted in the best possible way depending on the 

reading activities the teacher chooses to perform after and during the reading. Lundahl 

emphasizes the importance of reading activities which will support the pupil’s understanding 

of what is being read. Different text activities where the pupils will be able to share what they 

have experienced both orally and in writing will broaden their minds and knowledge; which 

will make reading a creative action. No matter what the purpose of the reading is, what takes 

place during a reading project is a personal experience within the reader's mind. The aim of 

the reading in school is to fulfill the required course goals; therefore the teacher has to know 

how to encourage their pupils to gain insight and interact with literature in a meaningful way.  

 Reader response is a critical literary theory which focuses on the reader's 

reaction to the text. Benton and Fox (in Lundahl 240) describe readers to be either questioning 

or obedient when responding to literature. Much of how the interaction with literature takes 

place depends on how skilled the pupil is as a reader. When talking about reading skills the 

expression literacy is often used. Qarin Franker interprets the term thoroughly in her article, 

written in Swedish, "Att utveckla litteracitet i vuxen ålder - alfabetisering i en tvåspråkig 

kontext" (2004). Franker focuses mainly on immigrants who live in Sweden learning 

Swedish, but I find her discussion about developing literacy useful in this context as well 

since I am focusing on teenagers approaching adulthood, learning a second language, as the 

target group in this essay. To sum up, Franklin explains that literacy can be interpreted in 

three ways. The first is functional literacy, you have got the required skills to read and 

understand things you need to function in everyday life. The second is cultural literacy, you 

understand the society you live in, in order to interpret and function actively, socially and 

linguistically in your society. The third is critical literacy, you analyze texts critically to reveal 

underlying messages both ideologically stand points and culturally constructed messages. To 
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master critical literacy, you will also master the ability to expose and understand social and 

power constructions, which is one of the aims in the English 6 syllabus.  

 The higher up into the education system a pupil reaches, reading literature 

becomes less a personal activity to amuse the reader; instead literature becomes also a means 

to willful communication. What happens is that reading transforms into a sociolinguistic 

action. To perform reading from a sociolinguistic perspective means that you “relate reading 

and writing to social and cultural contexts individuals are a part of and the role society and 

school play when it comes to reading and writing”(Lundahl 229, my translation). When 

performing reading this way the pupil’s conclusions depend on his or her background. 

Depending on what pupils are used to discussing, what he or she has experienced, their 

interpretation will affect their reading.  

 Since English 6 is an advanced course, you have to assume that the pupil has 

developed the ability to read English with relative ease by now. The course, however, requires 

deeper literature analysis where you shall communicate “theme, motive, form, and plot /…/ in 

literature” (Skolverket); meaning that textual analyses shall be used. Lundahl suggests these 

questions as useful when analyzing:  

 1. Why did the author write about this?  
 2. How did the author write about this?  
 3. How is it possible to write about this?  
 4. Who is the implied reader of this text?  
 5. What is the text about?  

(265) 
  

These questions require a critical reading. The pupil will not find the correct answer in the 

novel itself; instead he or she will have to think deeper about what is beyond the text and 

consider what has influenced the author to write about what is written. These questions also 

fulfill other course goals in English 6, for example where it shows how literature could be 

used as an examination of power construction. Though Lundahl is critical against the use of 

reading literature as a way of using it to find facts something he calls “knowledge about 
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literature, instead of knowledge of literature” (409). The teacher has to be aware of this and 

make sure of that the reading will not end up as a tool to find facts instead of creating 

understanding like the arguments Lundahl uses for reading. Worth mentioning in this context 

is that even though the English 6 course is advanced, some of the pupils taking it are weak 

readers who just barely passed the English 5 course. They will find it difficult to read an 

entire novel because they will most likely stumble over unfamiliar words and find it difficult 

to read. Those pupils will be helped by reading focused on the text’s content before they start 

analyzing it. In other words, different text activities are important before pupils perform their 

analysis. When planning text activities, reviewing the arguments for using literature 

mentioned above may serve as a help to the teacher.   

 A problem when reading according to the course syllabus in school is that the 

aesthetic experience may be put aside in order to reach the course goals. My belief is that 

most teachers of languages are readers themselves with an intention and desire to make their 

pupils experience the same miraculous wonders of literature they have been through 

themselves. This problem is something which Lundahl acknowledges as well, using Louise 

Rosenblatt's arguments and examples show where instead of focusing on the pupil's 

experiences while reading a poem in a workbook, the author of the workbook directly wants 

the pupil to find examples and describe what the poem actually is about (240). This is a hard 

task to fulfill when reading in school, actually sometimes really contradictory since what I 

have described and discussed thus far advises that the pupil needs contextual knowledge to 

understand literature when reading with the goals of the syllabus of English 6 in mind. When 

choosing to use literature in class, the teacher needs to decide the aim of the task. Literature 

can be used both to explore society and what factors have influenced people to act the way 

they do.  
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3. Reading The Bluest Eye in the Language Classroom  

One of the English 6 aims is to create a better understanding of the social conditions and 

cultural life of people where English is spoken. To be able to create a better understanding it 

is important to see people from a historical point of view. By knowing history, the present 

will be easier to understand.  

 America is a powerful nation in many ways. A part of their history is when they 

brought slaves from Africa, people who later became liberated and new inhabitants. What 

later happened to these people, who today are referred to as African Americans, can be 

described as a journey of struggle to earn respect and equality. They have, as an unpaid 

working resource, helped their country to develop to what it is today. Traditions and hidden 

power relations have made the African American people to act in certain respects to cope with 

their lives. Sometimes it is hard to understand why a mother for example acts as she does, but 

there is often an explanation which will explain and show that people do things because of 

traditions and what they have learnt to act like because of what their reality is like. 

Reading about ethnicity, especially the situation for African Americans who represent a major 

part of the English speaking people around the world is a way to develop the pupil's 

knowledge in this respect. 

Many pupils vaguely understand or are aware of the history of African 

Americans today. Thus reading The Bluest Eye in the language classroom may be performed 

in many ways, though the novel can be read to make the students aware of conditions for the 

people mentioned. This project focuses mainly on mother-daughter relationships. Given this is 

an essay in didactics, I will not specifically suggest how the teacher should teach this novel. 

Every teacher must decide how they plan their teaching themselves. Planning lessons so much 

depends on the classes, the teacher and the individual pupil involved. Instead, I will identify 

different pedagogical scenarios that will fit into my project and Gy11's English 6 syllabus. 
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Regardless which way the teacher chooses to perform reading the novel, some issues are 

important to interpret before reading, including some pre-reading knowledge. A historical 

background should be presented. What Toni Morrison says in Playing in the Dark (2003), 

what and why she writes about, needs to be pointed out; Morrison attempts to give a voice to 

the African Americans who have existed in literature earlier only as servants and maids 

without the opportunity to share their life experiences.  

Consequently, The Bluest Eye (1970) revolves around two female characters and 

their families; it deals with social conflicts among the African American community that were 

occurring during the beginning of the 1940s. The novel has its focus on what happens to the 

young girl, Pecola Breedlove, who lives in a dysfunctional family where she becomes 

pregnant after being raped by her father. The story is narrated by another young girl, Claudia 

MacTeer, who lives in the same neighborhood as Pecola. Although the girls are in focus in the 

novel; their mothers’ actions and lives have consequences which affects how their children 

adapt the everyday life.  

 I have chosen three situations/relations in the novel where mothers and 

daughters are involved and try to explain them in order to make the understanding of the 

novel easier and also to make it even clearer how Morrison has managed to show the 

conditions of African American mothers. Moreover they also show how power relations will 

be maintained and passed on from mother to child.  Besides this I will describe the beginning 

of the novel which is not about either daughters or mothers but still relevant to interpret how 

Morrison has furthermore managed to create this masterpiece of a novel.  

 The first Morrison refers to in the novel is a paragraph about Dick and Jane who 

live in a pretty house with their happy family. Dick and Jane are the children in a "typical" 

American family. Most Americans know who they are, since they are the main characters in 

literature used in schools from the 1930s to the 1970s. The stories about Dick and Jane are 
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written by William S Gray and Zerna Sharp. The Dick and Jane literature illustrates a happy, 

white family. The mother is nice and laughing, and the father is strong and smiling. The short 

paragraph emphasizes the American norm and how different life for the children depicted in 

The Bluest Eye is. This is what Morrison uses as a starting point. Later on she uses sentences 

from this quote as headings to mark how different life is in the African American society in 

the 40s, especially for the Breedlove family. This is an excellent example to use when talking 

about conditions of life, for example, as is stated in Gy 11. The norm which is presented in 

school to pupils and what happens to them when they realize their life is so much different 

than what is actually should be. Why are the social conditions of life so different? Why do 

some people have to grow up in miserable conditions when others do not have to? What is the 

meaning of life? How does the white family norm affect the child from another ethnic group? 

These questions pedagogically frame the students’ reading of the work. 

 The first mother-daughter situation I wish to discuss is about how the mothers I 

have chosen to focus on are reproducing their roles as mothers, how they interact towards 

their daughters and how they take care of their children depending on social attitudes and 

tradition. Awareness of social attitudes and tradition are learning goals, so is awareness of 

power relations too. Understanding power relations is not written as a goal in Gy11, but how 

language for example can be used in texts to reveal how power can be maintained is. In The 

Bluest Eye Morrison shows how this construction is being used all through the novel. 

Understanding motherhood is one example of power. Understanding the mothers’ action 

deepen the knowledge and understanding of how traditions and attitudes are kept. A part of 

the African American society and their traditions are described in The Bluest Eye. 

Motherhood is a tradition which is depicted in the novel. By comparing how the African 

American scholar Patricia Hill Collins describes the role model for African-American’s 

mother in Black Feminist Thought (2009), where she analyzes conditions for black feminism, 
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to how Morrison has described the mothers in her fiction shows a pattern which is 

traditionally accepted by society, however, not necessarily by the African American 

community itself. Swedish pupils are not always aware of what happened during the 20th 

century. They have grown up in a society of general equality and many of them have no idea 

of how recent equality has started developing during these past years. We live in the 21th 

century, though what Morrison describes happened only 50 years ago. 

 Historically, Black motherhood has been glorified as “the idea that the mothers 

should live lives of sacrifice has come to be seen as the norm” (Collins 188), especially by 

African American men. They tend to especially glorify their mothers and “feel less 

accountable to the mothers of their daughters and sons” (188). “Moreover, just as U.S. Black 

women’s work and family experiences varied during the transition from slavery  to the post-

World War II political economy, how Black women define, value, and shape Black 

motherhood as an institution shows comparable diversity”( 190). Black motherhood has to 

deal with issues like “oppressions of race, gender, class, sexuality, and nation and efforts by 

Afro-American women to define and value our own experiences with motherhood” (190-

191).  

 What kind of mother a woman becomes depends on how she deals with the 

kinds of oppressions, named by Collins? What have fostered Black women’s standpoint of 

motherhood are five enduring themes which are, as Collins states, “U.S. Black working 

mothers’ needs for child care, the chronically poor education offered to Black children in 

underfunded, inner-city public schools, the disproportionate numbers of young Black men 

who have arrest records or are incarcerated, and the large number of African-American 

children currently in government-run foster care all constitute new versions of some special 

concern to African-American women.” (192)  All of this is shown in The Bluest Eye. 

Depending on whether the mother had to work or not, the children had to take care of 
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themselves. Pecola and her brother had no one at home; sometimes they could come with 

their mother to help her when she was working. Claudia and her sister were lucky, their 

mother did not work. Conditions were hard and the way the families lived their lives was 

reproduced into the lives of the children.  

 According to Collins, “African-American women struggle to become good 

mothers” (176). By being a good mother your social status may rise, whereas motherhood is a 

burden for others. Moreover, Collins argues that motherhood itself, as an institution, carries 

on the oppression of African-Americans since the mother as the strong matriarch herself 

oppresses her children. In The Bluest Eye Mrs. MacTeer (Claudia's mother), who is referred to 

as Mama in the novel, an action which in a way makes her an object instead of a subject, has 

all the elements of a matriarch. She rarely gives her girls the impression that she loves them; 

instead she seems to hide her love inside her role as the mother and wife.  

/.../mother’s fussing soliloquies always irritated and depressed us. /…/ She would go on like 
that for hours, connecting one offense to another until all of the things that chagrined her were 
spewed out. Then, having told everybody and everything off, she would burst into song and 
sing the rest of the day. /…/ When Mama got around to Henry Ford and all those people who 
didn’t care whether she had a loaf of bread, it was time to go. We wanted to miss the part of 
about Roosevelt and the CCC camps. (Morrison 16-17)  

 

Mama feels unacknowledged, most likely because of her ancestry as African-American. The 

girls are still, because of their age, protected and do not really have to deal with these issues. 

Even though the girls try to get away from their mother, from the time when she makes them 

unsecure - when she is fussing soliloquies; they know she is always there for them when they 

need her. Providing for her children, feeding them and cleaning up the house is the main aim 

for Mama. As the matriarch, her place is in her home most of her time. She controls the 

household and seems to control her daughters as well. They are strictly told what to do or not, 

they also know where to be or not. Mama has told her daughters to stay in the district of the 

town where they live, they are not allowed to cross town into the white neighborhood. In the 
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novel you find examples of how the girls sneak away and explore the society they are 

forbidden to.  

 The girls represent a particular, previously unexpressed view of African 

American experience, especially Claudia, making the reader understand and see black 

society's conditions and how they carry on their oppression themselves, just as Collins also 

points out. By comparing what we know and finding more examples like this may be useful to 

look for when reading. This will improve students’ reading skills and deepen their 

understanding when reading about and investigating the society they live in today. Mrs. 

MacTeer and her friends meet in their homes when there is some time left over, just like 

Collins describes “…/r/elationships occur in specific locations such as the individual 

households” (176),  Though the women meet they do not talk to their children. Occasionally, 

if they have to, they give their children direct orders what to do or not. The information their 

children get from the adults’ conversations is what they manage to overhear their mothers 

talking about. Nobody tells the girls anything, they will have to make up truths from what 

they believe is going on. Nevertheless, the way Mama raises Claudia and her sister still 

provides her girls with confidence and security. Since their mother is at home most of the time 

they always know where to find her. Mama rarely shows her feelings towards her daughters; 

still they know she is to be trusted.  

 The second mother-daughter situation I wish to discuss is about how the other 

mother in the novel, Pauline Breedlove (Pecola's mother), develops as a mother. Pauline as a 

mother is very different to how "Mama" acts and takes care of her mother. To understand 

Mrs. Breedlove's actions is not easy and needs to be interpreted to create awareness of why 

she acts as she does. Unlike Mama, Pauline rarely talks to her children. Her conditions in life 

are rougher than they are compared to Mrs. MacTeer. When Pauline was a young girl and 

lived with her family she was also left alone at home when her parents worked. She keeps to 
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the tradition she is used to, although the circumstances are worse for her children than they 

were for Pauline as a girl. Two years after Sammy’s birth, their first-born-son, Pauline gives 

birth to a daughter, Pecola. Pauline enjoys being pregnant and talks a lot to her unborn baby. 

At hospital Pauline has a traumatic experience when one of the doctors compares her to a 

horse.  

The old one was learning the young ones about babies. Showing them how to do. When he 
got to me he said now these here women you don’t have any trouble with. They deliver right 
away and with no pain. Just like horses. The young ones smiled a little. They looked at my 
stomach and between my legs. They never said nothing to me. (Morrison 97).  
 
 

When she finally starts delivering her baby she is glad it hurts, because that gives her 

something else to focus on. It is difficult to imagine what it may feel like to be compared to an 

animal.  

 Somehow this experience foreshadows what kind of mother she will become. 

Pauline’s being dehumanized might help the reader understand why she acts the way she does 

when she is mothering her children. She is probably afraid of what will happen to them, 

turning off your feelings is a way of coping with your reality. Life as a mother changes 

Pauline. Earlier in life she was a dreamer who loved to escape from reality by looking at 

films. Now, reality changes her. She starts attending church meetings where she prays for her 

children; she prays that they will not end up like their constantly drunk father. Pauline also 

finds herself “a job in the home of a well-to-do family” (98). Her children are still young; 

nevertheless her new job fulfills her life so she starts neglecting her family, primarily her 

children.  

 Poverty is one reason why she has to leave her children alone; her new job also 

gives her the opportunity to stay away from her drunken husband. For a young reader this is 

hard to understand. What is it that makes Pauline care for someone else's children instead of 

her own? Pauline sometimes brings Pecola to the Fisher family to help her do some of the 

washing. What she makes her daughter witness has to be very hard for Pecola to both 
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understand and cope with because Pauline never introduces Pecola as her daughter; instead 

Pecola has to overhear her mother talking about her to the little girl as nobody:  

 

“Who were they, Polly?”                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
“Don’t worry none, baby.” 
“You gonna make another pie?” 
“Course I will.” 
“Who were they, Polly?” 
“Hush. Don’t worry none,” she whispered, and the honey in her words complemented the 
sundown spilling in the lake. (85). 
 

 
This is probably one of the reasons why Pecola always calls her mother Mrs. Breedlove, 

because Pauline never acts like her mother, or what she thinks a mother would act like. The 

fact that Mrs. Breedlove actually is named Polly in the Fisher family makes her more familiar 

in that family than she is in her own. A way to understand her action in school could be to 

discuss what it takes to be and become a mother? Is motherhood something that automatically 

comes with giving birth to a child? How does motherhood contribute in socializing a child?  

According to Gy11, analyzing emotions and existential questions is a goal and studying these 

different kinds of motherhood serve this purpose.     

 The third mother-daughter relation I wish to discuss is shorter where I compare 

the two mothers just to establish that being an African American mother in the society 

depicted in The Bluest Eye does not mean that living conditions are the same. In her novel, 

Morrison reveals existing social differences within black, African-American society. The 

social situations of Mrs. Breedlove and Mrs. MacTeer are different. Mrs. Breedlove is very 

lonely. The reasons for this are many. One of them is her position as a newcomer in the city 

where her family live. Due to her club-foot she never really manages to acclimatize into her 

new society. From the beginning the other women find her different. This feeling of being an 

outsider may also be something Mrs. Breedlove creates herself. All her life she has been an 
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outsider. She was never able to participate when her siblings played; instead she created a life 

full of dreams. These dreams follow her through life in different shapes.  

 Many pupils are strongly influenced by American culture. They are probably 

only generally aware of differences among the American society - although the general 

impression of the country is that it is the place where you may fulfill your dreams if you want 

to. Using these two mothers as examples and to further investigate how they would have been 

able to make their dreams come true or which possibilities their children had in that period of 

time would be a learning task in the English 6 language classroom which aims to fulfill goals 

such as “/…/cultural, historical, political and social conditions in different contexts and parts 

of the world where English is spoken” (Skolverket).  

 

4. Discussion 

The aim of this essay is to make a case of the use of Toni Morrison’s novel The Bluest Eye 

(1970), to explore why it is such an excellent reading choice according to Gy11’s course plan 

for English 6. In addition to this, a discussion about reading at this level, what the teacher has 

to think of when planning a feasible reading project using this novel, was presented. In this 

discussion, my intentions are to put all these questions together and thereafter argue for why I 

find the novel pedagogically useful.  

 As argued above, reading an authentic text is useful in many aspects. The pupil 

receives the full story and does not have to imagine what happened before and what will 

happen after. My opinion is also that students at this level are suspicious against and are bored 

with workbook texts. They have used them for several years during school and at this level 

they want to explore something new, more authentic and they also want to use their widened 

ability to study in order to achieve greater maturity.   
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 In choosing authentic texts, the teacher then needs to decide how a work is 

selected. Shall the pupil be allowed to choose what to read himself or shall the teacher decide 

what to read? At this level, my opinion is that the teacher has to decide what is to be read due 

to the advanced course and the goals there are to be achieved. In this context, I argue that 

Morrison’s novel is an excellent choice since many of the goals are achievable by reading and 

performing reading activities involving the novel.  

 Critical literacy is a proficiency Toni Morrison advocates. Morrison has 

gathered material from her lectures in Playing in the Dark (1993) where she, from her 

perspective as a writer, discusses why literature is written and what kind of literacy reader it 

creates while focusing on American literature in general. Morrison describes issues that, from 

this essay's perspective, young readers in school might not normally recognize. Such issues, 

as Morrison claims, are pertinent in this essay’s discussion how using The Bluest Eye (1970) 

is relevant in the English 6 course. In general, Morrison says that American canonical 

literature is written without the presence of all those millions of Africans who were forced 

into the country 400 years ago, to become slaves and later African-American citizens. 

"Americanness" (Playing 5) has been shaped without their presence and therefore American 

literature is based on mainly white male views. Therefore, Morrison argues that "the 

contemplation of this black presence is central to any understanding of our national literature 

and should not be permitted to hover at the margins of the literary imagination."(5) In The 

Bluest Eye, the first novel Morrison published, the main characters are these former unspoken 

African American citizens. Those who "normally" would have been the main characters are 

left as figures whom you hardly know their names - I am referring to the white family Mrs. 

Pauline Breedlove works for. Instead, Morrison tells the story of the maid, a poor African 

American woman and her family whose story seldom has been told earlier. People, who 

actually have played a large part in building a wealthy and powerful country, have to be a part 
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of and have to be acknowledged in what also became their country. Additionally, Morrison 

emphasizes how ignoring racially inflected language in literature is not an option. Writers 

have to acknowledge history and what has formed the society of today. 

African-American texts should be a part of American canonical literature as 

well. Moreover, Morrison describes how literature should and can be read to truly 

acknowledge the African-American population in texts. Actually, they are represented in 

canonical literature, but readers are not fully aware of that. The "Africanist othering" (14), is 

always participating as an invisible shadow - without being mentioned - their participation in 

history is still a powerful part in today's community. Due to Gy11 and the English 6 course 

syllabus, a “new” way of reading could be interpreted as developing the pupil to become a 

critical literacy reader - in other words making the pupil aware of underlying power 

constructions, such as preventing some characters from speaking thus maintaining social 

inequality. Thus, my opinion is that when juxtaposing Morrison’s literary criticism to her 

fiction makes the students feel that they have actually learnt something new. 

 My concern is that reading a full novel might scare the students. However, it is 

possible to divide the reading of this novel into smaller units. You do not necessarily have to 

read all of it either, since it is possible to choose the story of one of the characters. For 

instance, Pecola’s story would be possible to follow; she is the main character so choosing her 

story would be natural. Her destiny is cruel but useful in school since she is around the same 

age as the pupils. Even though her life story is far from the student’s life, it will not be 

difficult to identify with her story. By discussing the ethical and existential questions found in 

the novel, teachers can help students achieve the points made by Lundahl. Consequently, the 

novel would be “/a/ source of intercultural learning /…/ creating meaningfulness and 

transforming knowledge /…/ develop the ability to link up with connections and to remember 
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things /…/ to engage and encourage imagination and develop our empathy /…/ to share 

experiences /…/ to solve conflicts” (403 my translation). 

 

5. Conclusion 

This essay has shown that reading Toni Morrison’s novel The Bluest Eye (1970) in the 

English 6 language classroom is both a powerful and an excellent reading choice which is 

relevant to learning goals in Gy11’s curriculum. One aspect which is important to 

acknowledge, however, is that the novel might be difficult for some pupils. A possible way to 

solve this problem could be to read only some shorter sections of the novel. This could be 

done by primarily focusing on mother - daughter relations when reading as a way to make it 

easier to understand the novel, or just choosing the main character for critical treatment.   

 The kind of literacy readers Skolverket wants our pupils to become in Swedish 

schools are pupils who know their history to understand the present. They shall be aware of 

what happens in our surrounding world and what affects people in society. They need to be 

aware of hidden power constructions and how they are used to oppress minorities. Thus, when 

reading, students need to improve their ability to analyze texts critically to reveal underlying 

messages, both ideologically stand points and culturally constructed messages. They need to 

master reading proficiency to expose and understand how social and power constructions are 

maintained. In other words, they need to read as a critical literacy reader. Bearing what I have 

written in mind, using Morrison's novel The Bluest Eye and identifying her excellent way of 

transforming history into knowledge, by telling her story as she does, the teacher hopefully 

will develop Upper Secondary pupils into critical readers.  
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